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New fathers experience brain change to
bond with their child
Men become better at multitasking, more empathic, and more forgetful as they help raise their
young child, according to a new study
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Men become better fathers in the early months of child rearing as their brains change —
becoming more motherly.

Researchers from Yale University scanned the brains of 16 university-educated professionals at
different stages of their young child's life, and discovered that becoming a father can trigger a
major brain chemistry change.

The study, the first to look at the neurological changes brought about by fatherhood, concluded
that fathers who are involved in bringing up their children adapt quickly and become as suited
to parenthood as mothers.

Among the changes to the father's brain is the expansion of grey matter, shrinking grey matter
elsewhere and a larger pre-frontal cortex

These changes manifest as increased emotional response, improved multitasking and also a
worse memory.

Researchers found that gay fathers experience the same brain change if they are involved in
raising the child.
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The study, published in the journal Social Neuroscience, concluded: "These early father-infant
interactions and emotional bonding become the basis of the father-infant attachment, which
has a long-lasting impact on cognitive functions and social attachment for offspring.

"The findings may thus lead to the identification of specific brain regions of potential
importance for early father-infant attachment."

Researcher Ruth Feldman, a psychology professor from Bar-Ilan University in Tel Aviv, said this
is just the beginning.

She told the Sunday Times: "It was already known that women's brains develop the greatest
number of new connections after childbirth.

"We have now shown that fathers' brains are sensitive to the experience of child-caring in those
that are actively involved, but we don't yet know what happens longer term."

Read more:
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Peak dad: Father gets the lid off jam jar, saves the day on MasterChef
Dad gives children terrible Christmas present, children are delighted

Here are seven ways in which a man's brain is changed by fatherhood:

More Grey Matter

The growth of grey matter in the striatum, amygdala and hypothalamus are the cause of the
positive brain changes.

Better Multitasking

This is one of the key fatherhood adaptations, caused by that growing grey matter.

More Emotionally Responsive

The bond between father and child is strengthened by improved emotional responsiveness, and
this is seen to have a lasting positive effect on the child as well.

Detecting Babies' Needs

Fathers become increasingly perceptive of what their child is crying out for - food, sleep, etc.

More Like a Mother

It turns out that men are just as suited to parenthood as women, with the brain changes
observed found to mirror those that mothers experience.

Worse Memory

Unlike mothers, however, fathers see their memory retrieval ability deteriorate.

Worse Decision-Making

Likewise, as the father's brain refocuses on emotionality, the part of the brain in which
complicated decisions are made becomes less active.
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